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Can you provide me with an insight into your
background and current role?

This course helps me to get a deeper understanding of finance and this will be beneficial in my daily work
and also for future job positions. I would like to be a valuable contributor to my organisation’s success with
the expertise I’ll have in the future.

I am half German and half Hungarian, but have lived in Germany my
entire life. I finished my Bachelor’s Degree a few years ago, studying
Business Administration part-time whilst working at a big European
telecommunications company.

I am still young and not sure yet if I would like to have a manager role or more of an expert role within my
organisation in a few years. But this course will benefit me in both aspects, and I am sure that it will also
increase my job chances in the future, which is always helpful.

I started in the HR department, which was completely different from
what I’m doing right now! I liked it, but when I finished my Bachelor’s
Degree, I wanted to work in a completely new area within my company.
I’m now working as a financial controller and I receive many insights
into the German telecommunications market. I really enjoy working
in finance and this why the MSc in Financial Management was very
interesting to me.

HOW HAVE YOU FOUND WORKING DURING THE PANDEMIC? HAVE YOU FOUND THE CHANGES
TO BE POSITIVE/NEGATIVE, AND ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO GOING BACK INTO THE
OFFICE WHEN YOU CAN?
It was very unusual in the beginning. I like working in the office because I really enjoy meeting my team
colleagues. We’re still connected virtually every day but it’s not the same as meeting in person.
Even though I would like to work in the office with my co-workers more regularly, I cannot complain, since
I am very grateful to have a secure job during these hard times. All in all, I am able to work and study. The
pandemic showed me that I am super lucky to work in such a digitised environment and to have all the
assets to do my work without any problems from home. But I am looking forward to finally meeting family,
friends and colleagues more often.
WHAT INITIALLY ATTRACTED YOU TO THE ONLINE, BLENDED MSC IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
HERE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER?
I really admired The University of Manchester for its global reputation and the blended learning format of
the course was really appealing to me. I did not want to do a master’s degree with self-study only, but I did
not want to be tied to fixed times of lectures every week either.
This course was the perfect mixture for me. The topics are also very important for my job and in my
opinion, it is useful to gain additional financial knowledge in this dynamic environment.
WHAT ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS? DO YOU THINK THIS COURSE CAN HELP YOU REACH THEM?
To be honest, I don’t have specific goals for my career, but I wish to gain as many insights as possible and
enjoy the work that I am doing.
Of course, it’s important to have a secure job as I don’t want to be worried about my future. The
pandemic just showed us how quickly people can lose their jobs.

HOW HAVE YOU FOUND MANAGING YOUR TIME WORKING FULL-TIME AND STUDYING PARTTIME? DO YOU HAVE ANY TIPS FOR PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CONSIDERING THEIR
DEGREE?
It’s important to find the right balance. In the beginning, all the study material is a lot, but you get used to it
very quickly and develop a study rhythm that works for you.
It’s very helpful that this course is flexible and the majority of the course is based on self-study. But you
have to be motivated. Sometimes, when I return from the office late in the evening, I have to admit that
it’s hard to find motivation. This stressed me out in the beginning, but it’s completely normal to not study
every day and if you feel exhausted you should not force yourself to do so. There will be other days and
weekends when you’re more productive and efficient and it will all balance out in the end.
It’s important to have a clear mind, because if your head is still filled with thoughts from your workplace,
you won’t be productive at all. I usually go for a walk or a run after I have finished work to clear my mind and
this helps a lot before studying for a few hours. You should not underestimate the study material, but it’s
easily doable with good time management.

WHAT ASPECTS OF THE COURSE HAVE YOU ENJOYED SO FAR?
I am enjoying the course a lot and I am so happy to be a part of this programme. The topics are extremely
interesting and I have already learnt many useful things. Our study material is very hands-on and
interactive, which makes studying way easier and fun.
I also love the possibility to connect with our experienced professors as well as with my fellow students.
It’s interesting to study in a group with so many different cultural, as well as professional backgrounds. I
was really overwhelmed by all the experience some of my colleagues already have. I truly hope that we
have the possibility to enjoy this course on campus together in the future.
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO IN TERMS OF WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU, NOT ONLY ON
THIS COURSE, BUT WHAT’S TO COME IN YOUR CAREER?
I am looking forward to the upcoming subjects in the next semester. I am not very familiar yet with
financial markets and venture capital, so I am excited to learn more about it.
I also hope to meet my classmates in person one day. I am glad that we are connected over Whatsapp
but I can’t wait to explore the Business School in Manchester together.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS WHO MAY BE CONSIDERING THIS
DEGREE?
Make sure, that you have enough time for studying next to work. I was used to studying part-time since I
already did my bachelor’s degree next to my full-time job.
But a master’s degree is of course a bit more challenging. If you’re interested in finance and want to
deepen and broaden your knowledge, this degree is a great fit.
The professors are very helpful as well as professional and you also have the opportunity to connect with
other students worldwide.
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